Astro-Vision Digitell Numerology

Your Basic Astrology Details
First Name
Sex
Date of Birth

:
:
:

ELON REEVE MUSK
Male

28 June, 1971

Your personality characteristics, destiny and the planetary position at the time of your birth are
closely interconnected. Scholars all over the world have undoubtedly established this fact. The
decimal number system using digits 1 to 9 and zero is the universally accepted system and we use
these numbers hundreds of times every day. However the numbers related to your birth and name
have special significance for you. The hidden meanings in these numbers, can reveal your
personality characteristics, as well as predict your fortune.
ASTRO-VISION DigiTell Numerology has been computerized, on the basis of numerous
authentic works, on the subject and expert findings. The 'Birth Number' derived from the date of
birth and the 'Name Number' derived from the numerological equivalent of the letters in the name
are the important aspects considered. The compatibility between 'Birth Number' and 'Name
Number' is analysed. The numbers assigned to the letters of the alphabet are: A,I,J,Q,Y=1
B,K,R=2 C,G,L,S=3 D,M,T=4 E,H,N,X=5 U,V,W=6 O,Z=7 F,P=8. Number 9 is not assigned to
any letter.

Numerological Analysis of Name and Date of Birth
Elon Reeve Musk
You are known by the above name. As for you this is the SOUND repeated most often. It is said
by Indian scholars in numerology, who believe in the magic incantations, that sound waves exert
great influences on human lives.

• Name Number (Nama Sankhya)
Numerologists assign numeric values to every letter in the English alphabet. Thus each letter
of your name has a value. The sum total of these values is reduced to a single digit root
number. This is your name number. Please note how the calculations are made based on your
name.
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Elon Reeve Musk
537502556504632

Total = 58
5 + 8 = 13
1+3=4

• Compound Name Number (Samyuktha Nama Sankhya)
Compound Name Number is the higher level number from which your 'Name Number' is
derived. Please note the steps involved.
Elon Reeve Musk
537502556504632

Total = 58

• Birth Number (Janma Sankhya)
The DATE on which you are born is reduced to a single digit root number. This is your 'Birth
Number'. (Month and year are not considered.)
2 + 8 = 10
1+ 0 = 1

• Fate Number (Vidhi Sankhya)
Your fate number is the total of the value of digits in the DATE, MONTH and YEAR of your
birth, brought to a single digit root number. Please see the steps involved.
2 + 8 + 0 + 6 + 1 + 9 + 7 + 1 = 34
3+4=7
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• Compound Fate Number (Samyuktha Vidhi Sankhya)
Compound Fate Number is the higher level number from which the 'Fate Number' is derived.
2 + 8 + 0 + 6 + 1 + 9 + 7 + 1 = 34

Effect of Birth Number and Ruling Planet
There are only 9 important planets in our solar system. Similarly, there are only nine numbers by
which all our calculations are made. All the other numbers are mere repetitions only. Each number
is assigned to a planet, by experts in Occultism, Chaldean, Hindu, Egyptian and Hebrew.
The secret of Numerology is the mysterious law of vibrations. Your birth date can be reduced to a
single digit key number. This number represents a planet. You and the planet attached to your
number, will have the same vibrations, which lasts all through your life.
Your Birth Number is 1 .
Number 1 symbolizes the SUN. It is the beginning from which all the remaining numbers were
created. The basis of all numbers is one. Similarly, the basis of all life is One.
You will be strongly individualistic, creative and inventive in your approach. You are definite in
presenting your views. Consequently, you may be termed obstinate and determined in all you
undertake.
Being a number 1 man, you are ambitions. You detest restrain of any kind right from childhood.
You will naturally excel in whatever profession you take up. You have all the potential required to
head a firm or unit. No doubt, you will be respected by your juniors and assistants alike.

Effect of Birth Number and Name Number
Let us now look at the effect of the 'Birth Number' and 'Name Number' on your character and life.
To achieve the best possible results, these two numbers should ideally be compatible. The general
rule is that all the numbers affecting your life should be in mutual agreement with one another.
In your case, the 'Birth Number' and 'Name Number' are not compatible.
The Birth number of a person is a fixed number, as his date of birth cannot be changed. But it is
possible to change your Name Number by suitably adjusting the way you spell your name.
Alternatively you can adopt a totally new name and achieve a 'Name Number' more compatible
with your permanent 'Birth Number'. Thus you can hope to achieve better efficiency in your
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performances. Such a change will produce very favourable results and set up entirely new
vibrations. In turn, your life will become more enjoyable. This has been experienced by many
people.
ASTRO-VISION DigiTell software has the special feature to help you identify the appropriate
'Name number' to improve your effectiveness. You are welcome to view the screen for of alternate
suggestions.
Since your name starts with the letter E, it has special significance for you
You will be active on the material, mental and spiritual planes. That makes you a well balanced
personality. You are more preoccupied with the future than with the past. You will be able to
establish personal contacts with a range of people of differing backgrounds.
Being a number 1 man, you are innately ambitious. So as you grow up to be a young man you will
naturally assume great importance. Further, your conduct and activity will be motivated by your
uniquely magnetic and charming personality. You will be looked up to and modelled after
wherever you go. The essence of your individuality, personality and your style of approach to
problems will be extraordinary.
You are highly comfort-minded. You strive for a life of high standard and quality. You will spend
without hesitation to achieve such objectives and targets. Your inborn ability for leadership is
admirable.
You will never bow before anyone or give up your principles to please others. Your out-spoken
nature does not let you hesitate in speaking out the truth. Hence though you may have enemies,
you will also attract a lot of well meaning friends on account of your extraordinary personal
charm. As such, you will be respected by those who know you closely. Once you set out for
something, you won't rest until you get it. You can easily understand and appreciate scientific
aspects. You are born with the gift of an artistic temperament.
Since your birthday falls on 28th, you will grow up as a calm and handsome gentleman. You will
be gentle enough not to hurt others with your words or deeds. Your straight-forward and simple
nature may let you get cheated by others to some extent. But in troubled times, you may console
yourself by philosophically attributing it to the will of God and your fate. Thus you will be able to
maintain a balance of mind.

Important Persons With Birth Number 1
Alexander the Great, Annie Besant, V.V.Giri, Omar Sheriff, Satyajit Ray, Nargiz,
Gen.J.N.Chowdhry, Jean Jacques Rousseau, Dom Mores, Swaran Sigh, Ajith Wadekar, Rajinder
Singh Bedi, Habeed Thanvir, R.K.Narayan, Shivaji Ganesan, Cap.James Cook, Indira Gandhi,
Richard Burton, Beethoven, Alberto Moravia, C.Rajagopalachari, Vijay Amrithraj, Marilyn
Monroe, Louis Pasteur, Vizi Vijayanagaram, the King of Nepal Birendra, Lala Lajpat Rai,
Gen.K.M.Kariyappa, David Livingston.
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The Effect of Fate Number and Compound Fate Number
In calculating your 'Fate number', the MONTH and YEAR of birth are also considered whereas
'Birth Number' is calculated from the Date of birth only.
The basic, single fate numbers 1 to 9 represent worldly aspects. This number denotes what you
appear to be, in the eyes of your friends, colleagues and those you deal with closely. But the
double or compound fate numbers represent the hidden influences that play behind the scene.
Your destiny or future can be better understood by analysing such compound numbers. So they are
said to denote the spiritual aspects. Your birth number gives information about the physical and
material side of your life, while the fate number reveals more of occult or spiritual side of your
life. The findings based on your 'Compound Fate Number' are as follows:
Your 'Fate Number' is 7 and your 'Compound Fate Number' is 34. This number brings you
strength, gained through experience. You will learn a lot in life by observing the behaviour of
people and the universe at large. No doubt, you will become successful, but only after a
considerably long period of strife in your life. While planning your future, if this number appears,
it is indeed a sign of fortune.
You will never experience financial constraints. You are clever at adopting crafty moves, if you
feel it necessary. However, you will be able to retain only what you earn by fair means. You may
have a love affair. You have a tendency to jump to conclusions, without considering all the
relevant points. You are smart and will do well in your professional work. You need not expect
anything from your relatives, except envy and troubles. Nevertheless,you have a few intimate
friends who will readily help you at all times. Your married life can be happier by suitable
moderations in your attitude and approach.

The Effect of Name Number and Compound Name Number
The sages of ancient India, brought forth the theory for the first time, that letters of the alphabet
are related to numerical figures. A theory popularised through the English language by Western
Numerologists. Thus each letter of your name spelled in English is assigned numerical value. All
these numbers are added to get your NAME NUMBER. One can predict your personality
characteristics on the basis of your 'Name Number' and its 'Compound Name Number'.
Your 'Name Number' is 4 and your 'Compound Name Number' is 58. Hence right from your
young years, you strangly support reforms and argue vehemently. Fame will follow you naturally.
You are sure to succeed in everything you undertake. So you will reach a high position very fast.
You have a human touch in whatever you do. Moreover you have self-respect. You give
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importance to old customs and practices both at home and outside.

Married Life
Since your 'Birth Number' is one, you are likely to fall in love as early as your teenage years. Girls
will probably be crazy about you. But you will take a lot of time to seek your life partner, though
this is more desirable for you. On the other hand, in case you take a hurried decision, due to any
extraneous circumstances, your married life may turn out to be unhappy. This warning may be
borne in mind, by all concerned.

Health
Since your 'Birth Number' is 1, you will have dignified looks when you grow up as a man.
However, you must undergo regular medical checkups, since you may experience indigestion or
stomach disorders occasionally. You are advised to take precautions against such problems. Be
protective of your eyes. Important changes regarding your health may occur at the ages of
19,28,37 and 55. It is important to be cautious, during the months of January, October and
December every year. You should supplement your food with lemon juice, orange, dates, ginger,
spinach and currants.

Profession
Since your 'Birth Number' is 1, you have the fortune to become an officer in the Government,
wielding authority and power. Alternatively you may be employed by a big business house or a
public sector undertaking. But you are advised not to venture for a business of your own. Instead
you may take up a job in a good private institution. Agricultural sector also seems well suited for
you. As you are a versatile personality, you can be sure of success no matter what you decide to
take up. You are however likely to be involved in arts, politics or religious activities. You will
earn a good reputation also.
If you take up your profession seriously, you are sure to reach high. You will command the
respect and admiration of your colleagues and bosses alike. However, you are sensitive and selfrespecting by nature. You do not take kindly to insults, especially from superiors. You may react
violently, and may even tender your resignation at the spur of the moment.

Remedies
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The purpose of the study of DigiTell Numerology report is to analyse and understand how to
improve your personal effectiveness in life. The following guidelines will be useful for you.

Favourable Days
Your 'Birth Number' is 1. This is the most significant date for you. Any appropriate series of this
number can also be considered as good dates. So make sure you chose the following dates for your
important engagements: 1, 2, 10, 11, 19, 20, 28, 29.
26th does not augur well for you. 8th and 17th may bring you tension or cause failure. You are
advised to avoid travelling on such days as far as possible.
As your 'Birth Number' is 1, the best days of the week for you are Sunday and Monday. When you
fix dates for vital matters, remember to choose these days. In addition, Tuesday and Thursday are
also reasonably good for you. Wednesday may not be bad. However, Friday and Saturday do not
favour you at all.
Find out the real dates that satisfy both the conditions. (ie. good date as well as day of the week).
Carry out your most important plans and ideas on these days only.

Harmony of Numbers
The numbers affecting your life are,'Birth Number','Fate Number' and 'Name Number'.
In your case they are 1, 7 and 4
Remember that other numbers in harmony with your 'Birth Number' are 2,3 and 9. Also, the letters
A,I,Q are good for you.
As far as practicable, all your numbers should have the same vibrations as your "Birth Number",
for harmonious effect. Otherwise, there may be a clash of numbers affecting your life thereby
resulting in poor performance.
In fact, even the number of your house or vehicle should ideally vibrate with your favourable
number. If the number of your house or vehicle cannot possibly be changed, you can evolve
suitable names that produce the same vibration as your 'birth number'.
The name of the town, city or country where you stay should also produce the same harmonic
vibration as that of your Birth number. This can be determined by the use of 'DigiTell'.
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Compatibility with Others
Those born under 'Birth Numbers' 2, 3 and 9 are compatible. They will be able to get easily with
you. But association with girls and boys having 'Birth Number' 5 will be neither be good nor bad.
It may not produce any remarkable effects. You may think of these matching aspects of birth
numbers, when you embark on business or life partnerships.

Favourable Colours
In addition, you should plan to dress yourself in colours most favourable for you. In your case, the
ideal colours are gold and all shades of yellow. It is also good for you to wear a gold chain or ring.
These colours, have an excellent effect on soothening your nerves. You will also be able to rest
and sleep better in rooms having your own favourable colour shades. You should at least employ
the recommended colours in your neck ties, shirts or handkerchiefs.

Music
Number and music show very decided affinities. You are advised to listen to the kind of music
that stimulates and refreshes you.
Since your 'Birth Number' is 1, you should listen to martial, inspiring or what may be called "full
blooded" tones.

Favourable Directions
The abode of the SUN, ruler of your 'Birth Number' 1, is EAST. When you set out for anything,
you are advised to first take a few steps towards the East, bearing in mind the significance of the
Sun for the survival of the whole universe. Your important decisions must be taken facing East.
This will no doubt bring you luck. Also your office table may be placed eastwards. If so, your
intellectual power and concentration will automatically increase. Solutions to your problems will
soon dawn on you.

Prayers and Mental Tuning
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Since your 'Birth Number'is 1, you should seek blessings from the Sun, Lord and Master of your
number. In order to overcome the evil influences of the planets and find peace and prosperity, you
may offer prayers at the Siva temple, or worship the sun or even just bask in its morning light.
The effectiveness of your Birth Number can be further improved by suitably employing your
inborn capabilities. You are clearly bestowed with the power of concentration of your mind. This
can be developed and utilised to any level depending on your determination. You should also
grasp the meaning and symbolism of your 'Birth Number'. You should think and emotionally
attempt to merge with that number and symbol. In time, you will be part and parcel of your
number. This aspect of the science is well developed by the ancient Indian culture. Our learned
Gurus have developed mantras and poojas, with the repetition of the names of Gods and
Goddesses to facilitate your power of concentration.
Await eagerly the date you have fixed for action, based on the guidelines for choosing dates.
Focus your mind on the programme and do not hesitate head straight to your topic and do the job
well.
As you begin to follow these suggestions, do not expect to find any dramatic change in your luck
instantly. Change is a slow process which requires patience and determined effort with
confidence, you are sure to succeed and become more effective.

With best wishes :
Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt.Ltd. First Floor, White Tower, Kuthappadi Road,
Thammanam P.O - 682032
DigiTell 9.0.0 Build4
Note:
This report is based on the data provided by you and the best possible research
support we have received so far. We do not assume any responsibility for the
accuracy or the effect of any decision that may be taken on the basis of this report.
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